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Definitions

What is a “Summary”?

For the purposes of this talk, “summary” is the text that is intended to 
supply the primary overview of the contents of a dataset.

Synonyms: description; abstract



Definitions

Repository
A platform to store datasets.

Deposit
A dataset and/or collection of datasets (and their metadata) 
entered into a repository.

Federated Search
A system in which a user can search multiple repositories at the 
same time.



Who are you?

A. Librarian

B. Data Specialist

C. Researcher (New)

D. Researcher (Seasoned)

E. Other



Overview

• Observations
• Advice from other fields

& Proposed Best Practices
• Discussion



Observation 1:

Repositories
don’t offer guidance
on how to write a summary.



Zenodo and Data Dryad

Abstract: Short description of dataset.



Figshare
Tips
Add as much context as possible 
so that others can interpret your 
research and reproduce it. Make 
sure you include methodology, 
techniques used and if relevant 
information about approval for 
data collection to confirm 
adherence to legal or ethical 
requirements. The description 
should have at least four 
characters.
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Google Datasets
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A short summary describing a dataset.



What about the standards?



Data 
Description 
Initiative

Unformatted

Listing of major variables in this study

Describing the purpose, nature, and scope of the data 
collection, special characteristics of its contents, major subject 
areas covered, and what questions the PIs attempted to 
answer.

Mention of using multiple abstracts

bit.ly/DDIabstract



DataCite
Metadata 
Schema

Description is mentioned as
the most important of the
non-mandatory properties.

Two descriptionType
subproperties are 
recommended for discovery: 
Abstract and Methods.

Line breaks for new paragraphs. 
Otherwise, no formatting.

bit.ly/DataCiteAbstract



Platform Typically
Used By/As

Discourages
Rich Text

Summary &
Methodology

Data Dryad Public ❌ ✔
Figshare Public ❌ ❌
Pangaea Public ✔ ✔
Zenodo Public ❌ ❌
ScholarsPortal
Dataverse

Academic
Platform ✔ ❌

FRDR-DRDR Federated ✔ ❌
Google
Dataset Search Federated ❌ ❌

CKAN
Datasets

Government
Open Data ✔ ❌



Observation 2:

Searching
for data
feels… different.



Google



EBSCO Academic Search Premier



FigShare



Data Dryad



Pangaea



FRDR



CKAN
(and other
Open Data
Platforms)



What does this mean in 
terms of writing a 
summary?



Observation 3:

With what we have,
what do Data Summaries
end up looking like?



Not ideal.





Data Dryad
95.3%
n = 338

Figshare
29.1%
n = 350

Summary from associated
article abstract



Also not ideal.

Yep.



Distilling
some
Best Practices



Principles
FAIR Principles Statement of 

International 
Cataloging Principles 

Rules for Archival 
Design

Principles for Digital 
Data Management
(Tri-Agency)

Findable
Accessible
Inter-operable
Reusable

Convenience of user 
above all.

Description should be 
integrated and 
proceed from a 
common set of rules.

Roles and 
expectations related 
to data management.

Studies on Effective Abstracting
• Use of specialized language between disciplines (Montesi & Urdiciain, 2005)

• Use of structured abstracts (Hartley & Sydes, 1995; Ganzi, 2011; Hartley, 2014)



Datasets should be described
with attention to the searcher.



The summary should begin as being 
appropriate for all audiences.



Datasets should be described as 
independent objects.



The context of data creation should be 
described.



The dataset should have structure.



Datasets should be described with attention to the searcher.

The summary should begin as appropriate to all potential audiences.

Datasets should be described as independent objects.

Context of data creation must be described.

The dataset should have structure.



Assessment of the reproductive success of 
lake sturgeon at the Drummondville spawning 
ground in spring 2015
The evaluation of reproductive success is based on the 
estimation of the number of eggs deposited on the spawning 
ground in relation to the number of larvae that have drifted.

First, we defined the area and the spawning period and captured 
eggs using an egg sensor and a drift net. Then, we carried out a 
sturgeon capture-mark-recapture campaign to estimate the size 
of the spawning contingent. Finally, we caught drifting larvae.



CONTEXT Lake sturgeon (fish) have been designated a threatened species in the Upper Great Lakes/Saint Lawrence 
River area. These data were collected from May through June 2015 as part of a project to determine their reproductive 
success in the forebay of the power station of Drummondville, Quebec. Reproductive success is based on the estimation 
of eggs deposited on the spawning ground in relation to the number of larvae.

METHODOLOGY To collect these data, we first defined the area and the spawning period and captured eggs using an 
egg sensor and a drift net. Then, we carried out a sturgeon capture-mark-recapture campaign to estimate the size of the 
spawning contingent. Finally, we caught drifting larvae.

CONTENT This collection contains three tables and one report. Tables include counts of lake sturgeon eggs, counts of 
lake sturgeon (including sex, size, and weight), and counts of drifting larvae. Data also include water temperature at that 
time nets were lowered and lifted.

NOTES

 Similar studies were conducted in 2014 and 2017
See also: https://catalogue.cioos.ca/dataset/f97b9be8-c231-4fd3-b26d-8e7da408dcc9

 Dataset is in the French language.



Discussion

How do you use the summary fields when searching for data?
• Is it different than other types of search?
• Do you use it early or late in your search process?

What issues haven’t been addressed? (Are they a problem?)
• Length
• Non-interdisciplinary-friendly data
• Relationship between summary and other metadata fields

How would these concepts impact practice?



Datasets should be described with attention to the searcher.

The summary should begin as appropriate to all potential audiences.

Datasets should be described as independent objects.

Context of data creation must be described.

The dataset should have structure.
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